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The paper deals with generation of Alfvén plasma disturbances in magnetic flux tubes through exploding laser
plasma in magnetized background plasma. Processes with similar effect of excitation of torsion-type waves
seem to provide energy transfer from the solar photosphere to the corona. The studies were carried out at
experimental stand KI-1 representing a high-vacuum chamber 1.2 m in diameter, 5 m in length, external
magnetic field up to 500 G along the chamber axis, and up to 2·10–6 Torr pressure in operating mode. Laser
plasma was produced when focusing the CO2 laser pulse on a flat polyethylene target, and then the laser
plasma propagated in θ-pinch background hydrogen (or helium) plasma. As a result, the magnetic flux tube
15–20 cm in radius was experimentally simulated along the chamber axis and the external magnetic field
direction. Also, the plasma density distribution in the tube was measured. Alfvén wave propagation along the
magnetic field was registered from disturbance of the magnetic field transverse component Bφ and fieldaligned current Jz. The disturbances propagate at a near-Alfvén velocity 70–90 km/s and they are of left-hand
circular polarization of the transverse component of magnetic field. Presumably, the Alfvén wave is generated
by the magnetic laminar mechanism of collisionless interaction between laser plasma cloud and background. A
right-hand polarized high-frequency whistler predictor was registered which propagated before the Alfvén
wave at a velocity of 300 km/s. The polarization direction changed with the Alfvén wave coming. Features of a
slow magnetosonic wave as a sudden change in background plasma concentration along with simultaneous
displacement of the external magnetic field were found. The disturbance propagates at ~20–30 km/s velocity,
which is close to that of ion sound at low plasma beta value. From preliminary estimates, the disturbance
transfers about 10 % of the original energy of laser plasma.
Keywords: solar corona heating, magnetic flux tubes, Alfvén waves, slow magnetosonic waves,
whistlers, magnetic laminar mechanism.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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INTRODUCTION
The problem of heating of the solar corona is well known in solar research. The temperature of the solar
surface (the photosphere) is approximately 5800 °C, whereas the temperature of the solar corona exceeds it by
several orders of magnitude [Prist, 1985]. There are different hypotheses explaining the corona heating up to so
high temperatures. One of the hypotheses assumes that energy is transferred from the solar surface to the
corona by Alfvén waves (AW) or slow magnetosonic waves propagating in plasma. These waves propagate
inside the plasma in the external magnetic field. Plasma particles move predominantly along magnetic field
lines and, given sufficient field strength, form the so-called magnetic plasma tube along a magnetic field line.
This paper presents the results of experimental simulation of plasma processes in tubes that begin and end in
the photosphere, but are largely situated in the solar atmosphere (in the corona). The simulation experiments
are generally used to study the generation of Alfvén and slow magnetosonic waves (and perhaps of
accompanying shock waves) at the stand KI-1 with laser plasma blobs injected in a cone with ~1 sr opening
and its axis along the magnetic field B0 (initial configuration of the laser plasma (LP) cloud is a directional
explosion). This is characteristic for generation and propagation of Alfvén and slow magnetosonic waves in the
solar atmosphere. In addition, these experiments have provided data on fast high-frequency disturbances –
electron whistlers propagating in magnetic flux tubes at a velocity higher than the Alfvén velocity and
preceding Alfvén and slow magnetosonic waves.
One of the main objectives of these simulation experiments is to explore the possibility of generating
torsional Alfvén waves (TAW) and their propagation in plasma structures imitating magnetic flux tubes
in the solar atmosphere. Such waves induced by torsional movements (in azimuth) on the surface of the
photosphere [Antolin, Shibata, 2010] are nowadays considered to be one of the most effective sources of
corona heating [De Moortel, Nakaryakov, 2012; Antolin et al., 2015; Okamoto et al., 2015]. The new
simulation experiments at the stand KI-1 have been initiated by calculations [Tishchenko, Shaikhislamov,
2010, 2014; Tishchenko, et al. 2014, 2015] of formation of cylindrical channels along a magnetic field
(like a magnetic flux tube) with LP blobs propagating inside (together with their generated Alfvén and
magnetosonic waves), as well as by results of previous experiments with LP [Antonov et al., 1985;
Zakharov et al., 2006; Shaikhislamov et al., 2015] in simulation of different nonstationary processes in
space plasma [Vshivkov et al., 1987; Brady et al., 2009; Dudnikova et al., 1990; Mourenas et al., 2006;
Ponomarenko et al. 2007, 2008; Zakharov 2002, 2003; Zakharov et al., 2009]. Experiments in TAW
generation and propagation have been carried out before but only in background plasma (BP) with
transverse sizes L comparable to those of antenna [Muller, 1974] or chamber walls [Wilcox et al., 1961],
or with large L but without magnetoplasma structures of magnetic-tube type, i.e. more likely in
homogeneous infinite background plasma [Yagai et al., 2003] with inherent dispersion and polarization
characteristics of TAW.
Another new and important problem of TAW simulation is the method for generating just torsional
Alfvén waves. It should, where possible, most closely fit in-situ conditions – shear and torsion displacement of
magnetic field lines (in the photosphere). In this respect, a more advanced mechanism is the so-called magnetic
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laminar mechanism (MLM) for collisionless interaction [Bashurin et al., 1983] between super-Alfvénic plasma
flows propagating across the magnetic field B0. This mechanism was first confirmed experimentally at the
stand KI-1 [Antonov et al., 1985] and afterwards in [Shaikhislamov et al., 2015]. The authors examined in
more detail the main mechanism of magnetic laminar collisionless interaction – LP and BP electron exchange
responsible in this case for the size R* (see Table) of a diamagnetic cavity [Wright, 1971]. As for TAW
generation, an important property of MLM is the formation of vortex electric fields Eφ, which accelerate
background plasma ions along with the magnetic field frozen in it, on scales R* [Prokopov et al., 2016]. This
gives rise (at angles 45° to the field B0) to a system of Bφ fields with strength up to B0/2, [Bashurin et al.,
1983]. Together with Eφ, it can generate TAW quite effectively. Indeed, subsequent complex calculations from
MLM [Winske, Gary, 2007] showed the formation of Alfvénic magnetic field disturbances nearby the Z axis
(along B0) outside the spherical plasma cloud.
This paper presents the first results of the experimental simulation of TAW generation just through
MLM, although the experimental setup can also activate other generation mechanisms treated only
theoretically so far [Oraevsky et al., 2002; Vranjes, 2015].

1.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Figure 1 illustrates the design of the experiment “Duplet” at the experimental stand KI-1 devised at
the Institute of Laser Physics of Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Science [Zakharov, 2003]. A
high-vacuum chamber 5 m in length and 1.2 m in diameter is filled by background plasma (H+ or He+)
from a θ-pinch-type source at an initial pressure of ~10–6 Torr in operating mode. Laser plasma (LP)
blobs can be generated by two independent laser CO2 microsecond systems (LUI, ZG2) with close
emission parameters (to 200 J) focused on a flat or convex polyethylene target (the laser focal spot is 
2.5 cm). The external magnetic field B0 up to 500 G along the chamber axis is produced by quasistationary sources delivering current to the solenoid covering the entire external surface of the chamber.
Plasma in the chamber was examined using double Langmuir probes P1, combined with magnetic probes
Mz and M, and P0 with magnetic probes Br, Bz, and Bf, as well as a pair of probes IK1, IK2 with
corresponding three-component magnetic probes RM1 and RM2 (L, T, H). To directly register the fieldaligned currents Jz driven by AW-generated disturbances of the background [Oraevsky et al., 2002;
Nieman et al., 2013], we employed the Rogowski loop 5 cm in diameter electrostatically shielded from
interferences of plasma potential (like the magnetic probes). Micro-collectors KB1 and KB2 of directed
ion flow J i =eznV i with concentration n and velocity Vi were generally utilized to register such flows
along the Z axis; and the KB3 probes in the form of symmetric double electrodes of radius exceeding the
Debye radius rD, to estimate Ji and electron plasma temperature Te.
Key parameters and similarity criteria of the experiment “Duplet” are listed in Table with regard to
characteristic velocities in background plasma (BP) for a given problem.
The major dimensionless criteria given in Table are sufficient to conduct only standard (for the main
program of the stand KI-1) experiments in simulation of processes and phenomena with clouds of
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exploding space plasma [Zakharov, 2003]. They are, however, only tentative for this study – it basically
relies on physical simulation in which the main thing is to simulate key conditions of laboratory
implementation of certain processes of interest, specifically of TAW generation and propagation in
magnetic tubes. A critical factor in successful solution of this problem was the discovered phenomenon
(see Section 3) of formation of a magnetic-tube-type extended structure (at least 2 m long) during
interaction between LP blobs and magnetized BP with the transverse size of channeling in the order of the
radius of the LP diamagnetic cavity. This result can be essential not only for physics of active solar
phenomena, but also for the analysis of previously performed experiments and for the design of new
active experiments [Oraevsky et al., 2002] in Earth’s magnetosphere.

2.

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The chief problem of laboratory experiments in MHD simulation of processes and phenomena in
space plasma [Zakharov, 2003] is insufficiently large sizes (L~1 m) of common plasma devices. Since in
this case the wavelength >>C/ pi there is a need to use background plasma with higher concentration n*
up to 1014 cm–3 or to develop a device with a very extended longitudinal magnetic field L10 m. It is
reasonable that almost all experiments in generation and exploration of Alfvén waves are performed in
accord with the former variant (VINETA [Rahbarina et al., 2010], HELIX [Kline, Scime, 2003], and
HITOP devices [Yagai et al., 2003]). Experiments by the latter variant are carried out only at the Large
Plasma Device (LAPD) [Gekelman et al., 2003; Niemann et al., 2013] L 19 m long and with lowdensity gas-discharge plasma n * ≥1012 cm–3. Experimental capabilities of ILP SB RAS’s stand KI-1
enable us to study AW propagation and interaction as well as to examine essential processes of their
generation just through clouds of exploding (laser in particular) plasma as a possible flare-associated
source of AW on the Sun [Vranjes, 2015].
Explosive plasma bursts as an AW source differ considerably from the most frequently considered
diverse instabilities (or current and magnetic field generators); however, they can most naturally
reproduce their accompanying processes of injection of energetic plasma blobs into background plasma
along with AW generation. Therefore, although the chosen setup of the simulation experiment hampers
interpretation of its results (as opposed to the injection across magnetic field with a cone axis of
expanding LP being perpendicular to the external magnetic field B0 [Niemann et al., 2013] and with an
LP blob emerging in the AW’s “tail” part moving along the magnetic field), it allows us to study AW
effects of not only their concurrently generated electron whistlers, but also of slow magnetosonic waves.
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Figure 1. Diagram of the experimental stand KI-1: 1 is a symmetry axis of the chamber; 2 is a central section of
the chamber; 3 is a laser target; 4 is θ-pinch. The diagram shows two positions of the P1 probe at different stages of
the experiment
Parameters of the experiment
Dimensional parameters
Concentration of Н+/He+ background plasma, n*
(0.53.5)·10 13 cm –3
Ion skin-scale (with respect to background)
C/pi ~4 cm
Magnetic field in the chamber (in the background)
Cloud front velocity in vacuum without magnetic field (in
vacuum in the magnetic field)

B 0 =100÷500 G

Kinetic energy of LP blob (effective E0=Ek·4/, with total
effective number N0 of LP electrons)

Ek~10 J (E0=30 J and N0~1018 with the
effective energy traditionally defined as
E 0 =0.3N 0 (m/z)V 0 2 )
R b =(3E 0 /B 0 2 ) 1 /3 ~30 cm with respect to
LP geometry at B 0 =175 G

Radius of LP deceleration by the magnetic field B0 in vacuum
(cavity radius)
Background electron temperature
Mean free path of LP ions in the background with respect to the
initial velocity V0 (or with respect to their twice reduced velocity
relative to the background to VR)
Alfvén velocity. Alfvén wavelength (along the Z axis)

V 0 150 km/s (V M ≈90 km/s)

T e * ~10÷20 eV
ii*~200 cm in ion-ion Coulomb collisions (to
20 cm at V R 60 km/s in the H+ background)

C A =70 km/s,  А ~50 cm (B0=175 G, the
background is hydrogen, n * =3·10 13 cm –3)
Sizes of background plasma along (Zf) and across (Rf) are
~100–200 cm and 20 cm
Dimensionless similarity criteria
Alfvén–Mach number
M A =V M /C A ≥1
L p i ~0.5
L pi =(C/pi )/R b
Magnetized cloud ions with its charge and
mass profile <mi/Zi>≈2.6 amu.

 b =R L /R b =0.7 (1) with the Larmor radius of cloud ions
R L =21 cm

Cloud cavity radius in the background

R * (3N 0 /4πn * ) 1/3 20 cm

The MLM parameter in the H+ background

=R*2/RLRL*~2.5 with the Larmor radius of cloud ions RL≈20 cm,
background ions RL*≈8 cm (V0), and a lower expansion velocity
of ~0.7V0 (at ~45° to the target normal)

Plasma β

=8nkT e * /B 0 2 ~0.5

Knudsen number

Kni=ii*/Rb~10 (with respect to the initial velocity V0, but to 1 (!)
at a real velocity VR60 km/s)

Minimum requirements for sizes of medium are met at Z f > А and R f R b *
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Resting on similarity criteria of the problem, we analyzed the required experimental setup and
obtained corresponding experimental parameters presented in Section 1 and below. It is significant that
the above mentioned hypothetical MLM variant of TAW generation through B fields in the plasma cloud
was partially and successfully tried out in Japanese experiments [Yagai et al., 2003], which involved an
effective antenna in the form of a ring-shaped Rogowski loop connected to a surge current generator and
producing, in the end, the very field B inside the loop and the current Jz along the field B0 through vortex
electric fields in the background plasma. The main result of the analysis is the dependence we revealed
for B fields proportional to δsincos [Prokopov et al., 2016]. Such dependence arises from the magnetic
field line freezing in BP and from the initial acceleration of its ions just in azimuthal direction (as in
torsional Alfvén waves). Thus, in this case the MLM acceleration is maximum at the equator of the cloud.
This brings about the formation of two ring structures of opposite B fields located above and below the
equator (at 45°) close to the boundary of the super-Alfvén plasma cloud cavity in the background with
a standard radius R * =(3N 0 /4n * )1/3 for the total number of cloud electrons N0 related to its energy as
E 0 =0.3(m/z)N 0 V 0 2 . Such a system of two currents (spaced along the Z axis by 1.5R * ) being considered
as a TAW generator, their excitation with wavelength 3R * could be expected. According to the
experimental dispersion ratio for axisymmetric AW [Yagai et al., 2003], their velocity deviates from the
MHD value (СА) at K=k  C/ pi 0.5 or 4С/ pi ; then their laboratory simulation requires a cavity size
R * ≥6С/ pi 25 cm, which is deliberately fulfilled in the experiment “Duplet” (see Table). Similarly to
this spatial criterion of AW generation at sufficiently large δ~5 (that is met well enough in the
experiment), we can also estimate the temporal criterion of deceleration Td of the LP cloud in the
magnetized BP as T d ~1.5Rb/V 0 >T ci * /2, which, as inferred from data on AW generation at a given
frequency of the B-field generator at the HITOP device [Yagai et al., 2003], is fulfilled too. Here
T ci * =2π/ωci is a period corresponding to ci*, the cyclotron frequency of background ions.

3.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. Alfvén and slow magnetosonic waves
All outcomes of the experiments have been obtained by implementing a plasma magnetic flux tube
with geometry being examined in the external magnetic field of strength 100, 175, 350 G. We established
that concentration of plasma decreases as it moves along B0 and away from the target. The magnetic flux
tube radius is ~15–20 cm. Figure 2 depicts measurements of radial distribution of plasma concentration at
different distances from the target. The wide spread of points is attributed to low reproducibility of the
experimental parameters and to 15% inaccuracy in the measuring equipment.
In the absence of BP and external magnetic field, the LP front velocity is ~150 km/s. When moving
in the magnetic field, the LP front in vacuum as it exits the cavity slows down to ~100 km/s. During
formation of the magnetic cavity, LP ions loss lateral velocity and are redirected by the magnetic field
along the axis; therefore, the LP front in the magnetic field has a lower velocity than it does in the absence
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F
Figure 2. Radiaal distribution of plasma conccentration at diifferent distances z from the ttarget. B 0 =350 G, the
doublee laser pulse ZG
G2+LUI, 10 µs time delay betw
ween pulses, vaacuum, maximu
um plasma conccentration ~30 µs
µ after
the pulse

absennce of the fieldd. In BP, a distturbance propaagates at ~60–
–80 km/s with BP
B intrinsic veelocity ~20–30
0 km/s.
Indeppendent observvations of LP
P in BP and without BP indicate
i
that in
i the presencce of BP along the
magnetic field there propagatess a BP comppression wavee rather than laser plasma.. Figures 3, 4 give
nt distances fro
om the
exampples of R–t diiagrams descrribing time off plasma arrival at the probes at different
targett. The given veelocity valuess were calculaated by averag
ging a set of analogous
a
R–tt diagrams.
A
An important result of thee study is thee registration of characterisstic features oof Alfvén and
d slow
magneetosonic wavees. Figure 5 sho
ows signals reepresenting chaaracteristic AW
W features. Reeadings of the RM1H
and R
RM2H magnetiic probes, locaated at 82 and 130 cm from the
t target respectively, show
w a disturbancee of the
magneetic field com
mponent Bφ, which is one off the characteeristic AW feaatures. Anotheer AW featuree is the
currennt Jz with its corresponding
c
Bφ disturbancee. The currentt was measured
d by the Rogoowski loop (R
RL) at a
distannce of 106 cm from
f
the targett. The plot inddicates that peaaks of these sig
gnals are registtered by the deetectors
with a time delay coorresponding to their distancce from the tarrget. When botth the magneticc probes were at 106
cm froom the target (in
( the same pllace where RL
L was), but weere shifted in raadius by ~5 cm
m relative to th
he axis,
peaks of disturbancees of the Bφ fieeld and Jz curreent, measured by
b RL, coincid
ded in time. Veertical dashed lines
l
in
orresponding too the beginning
g of AW recorrding (7.85 µs)) at the RM1H
H probe
the ploot denote instaants of time co
and too the maximum
m displacemen
nt of the externnal magnetic fiield Bz, which is relevant to a slow magnettosonic
disturbbance (see beloow).
B
Before the beeginning of AW
A registratiion at the RM1H probe there is a mo
more high-freq
quency
whistller disturbancce (see Sectio
on 3.2). The experimentall AW velocity
y was acquireed as a ratio of the
distannce from the target
t
to the disturbance
d
arrrival time. In
n this case, it is 104 km/s. Minus the veelocity
of baackground plaasma (30 km
m/s) within w
which the dissturbance pro
opagates, the experimentaal AW
velociity V A =74.5 km/s relativee to BP. Givven the exterrnal magneticc field strenggth B 0 =175 G,
G BP
conceentration n * =55·1012 cm–3, an
nd BP ion maass m i * =4 amu
u, the estimated Alfvén vellocity is

CA  2.2 1011 B0

n*mi* 866.1 km/s.

W
We have alsoo obtained results demonsstrating typicaal features off a slow maggnetosonic waave. A
currennt signal from
m the double Langmuir prrobe is propo
ortional to plaasma concentrration at the probe.
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Figuree 6 illustratess a signal from the P0 proobe. It can bee seen how th
here occurs a disturbance of BP
conceentration (suddden change) caused by thhe LP explosiion with no plasma
p
emergging afterwarrd. For
comparison, the siggnal is given only
o
from BP
P without laserr pulse. It is obvious
o
that L
LP “sweeps ou
ut” the
backgground, forminng the sudden
n change in cconcentration with nothing afterward. Thhe figure dep
picts in
additiion a signal from the Bz magnetic prrobe linked to
t the P0 pro
obe. The signnal shows a ~12%
displaacement of the external maagnetic field, which is also
o a feature of a slow magnnetosonic wav
ve. The
experimental velocity of this distturbance thus calculated is 57.1 km/s. Minus the BP ve
velocity V b =30
0 km/s,
it is 27.1 km/s. Thee estimated velocity of ion ssound

Сs  106 Zi*Te* mi*  22.4 km/s,
given the charge ionn number Z i * =1, the BP electtron temperatu
ure T e * =20 eV, and the BP ion
on mass m i * =4 amu.
IILP SB RAS carried
c
out a computer
c
simuulation of simiilar plasma prrocesses.

F
Figure 3. R–t diiagram for the LP
L cloud in vaccuum with magnetic field. B0=100 G, laser ZG
G2, vacuum

F
Figure 4. R–t diiagram for the LP
L cloud in thee background (h
helium). B 0 =100
0 G, laser ZG2
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F
Figure 5. Distuurbances of thee Bφ magnetic ffield and Jz cu
urrent, AW feattures. B 0 =175 G, laser ZG2, helium
backgrround. Coordinnates of the deteectors: RM1H — r=5 cm, z=82 cm; RL — r=
=0 cm, z=106 ccm; RM2H — r=5
r cm,
z=130 cm

F
Figure 6. Suddenn change in the background
b
plassma and displacement of the extternal magnetic ffield; features of a slow
magneetosonic wave. B 0 =350 G, laser ZG2,
Z
helium baackground. Coorrdinates of the P0
0 and Bz probess: r=2.5 cm, z=120 cm

F
Figure 7. Distuurbance of the Bφ field at diffferent distancees z from the taarget. B 0 =175 G, double laseer pulse
LUI+Z
ZG2, 3.3 µs tim
me delay betweeen pulses, helium
m background. Coordinates off the probes: RM
M1H — r=5 cm
m, z=82
cm; RM
M2H — r=5 cm
m, z=130 cm
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F
Figure 8. Distuurbances of th
he Bφ field acccording to the computer mod
del data. Theree is a similaritty with
experimental data preesented in Figurre 7 in signal am
mplitude and tim
me of its arrival at the probes

IIts results quaalitatively agreee with those of the experim
ment [Tishcheenko, Shaikhisslamov, 2010,, 2014;
Tishchhenko et al., 2014, 2015]. Figures 7, 8 present datta [Tishchenk
ko et al., 20115] on the Bφ field
disturbbance, obtaineed from the ex
xperiment andd from the com
mputer model. It is apparentt that times off signal
arrivaals at the probee and their amp
plitudes are faairly close.

33.2. Whistleers
T
The registratioon of transversse polarizationn of magnetic disturbances
d
and
a the analysiis of their disp
persion
[Dudnnikova et al., 1990] suggest that
t before thee sudden chang
ge in the backg
ground concent
ntration (with signs
s
of
a slow
w magnetosoniic disturbance)) not only an A
AW-type disturbance propag
gates, but a fast
ster whistler prredictor
propaggates as well. The registratio
on of these com
mponents by the
t Bf, Br, RM
M1H, and RM 1L probes (Fig
gure 9)
showss that the transverse magnettic field compponent has a right-hand
r
circcular polarizatiion characterisstic for
whistllers. The polarrization reversees after AW aarrival (at 11.5 µs). Figure 10
0 illustrates dir
irect signals from the
magneetic probes – derivatives
d
of variations in tthe transverse magnetic field
d component; they represen
nt highfrequeency whistler oscillations more
m
vividly. T
The vertical daashed line ind
dicates the mom
oment of polarrization
reverssal – the momeent of AW arriv
val.
F
Figure 11 deppicts plasma concentration
c
variations meeasured by th
he P0 probe an
and variations in the
magnetic field com
mponent Bz meeasured by thee magnetic pro
obe.
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F
Figure 9. The hodograph of the transverse magnetic field
d component. The right-handd whistler polarization
transfoorms into the lefft-hand AW polarization. B 0 =1 75 G, laser LUII, hydrogen back
kground

F
Figure 10. Deriivatives of variaations in the Bφ , Br magnetic fields, the whisstler predictor. B 0 =175 G, laser LUI,
hydroggen backgroundd, Vb=30 km/s

F
Figure 11. BP
P concentration
n change and ddisplacement of
o the Bz field
d. B 0 =175 G, laser LUI, hy
ydrogen
backgrround, Vb=30 km/s
k
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F
Figure 12. Deriivatives of variiations in the B φ magnetic fielld at different distances
d
from the target. B 0=175
=
G,
laser L
LUI, hydrogen background,
b
Vb=30 km/s

T
They demonsttrate the displacement of thhe external magnetic
m
field. It is evident that whistlerss occur
withouut considerablee BP-concentrration disturbannces, but virtu
ually concurren
ntly there emerrge oscillationss of the
transvverse magneticc field compon
nent. The whisstler velocity estimated
e
by a method analoogous to that used
u
to
calcullate the ratio off the distance from
f
a probe too the target by the arrival tim
me is 286 km/s at the moment of the
disturbbance onset (55 µs); the probee is at 143 cm from the targeet. Figure 12 illustrates signaals from the maagnetic
probess measuring B, located at different
d
distanc
nces from the taarget, to show that this whisstler disturbancce does
propaggate along the Z axis instead
d of being locallized in the reg
gion of the prob
be.

MARY AND CONCLUS
SIONS
SUMM
IIn the experim
ments at the stand KI-1, we have succeed
ded in laborato
ory simulationn of a magnettic flux
tube oof radius ~15––20 cm and leength 2 m. Plaasma concentrration outside the magneticc flux tube bou
undary
is aboout 20 times loower than thatt at its center.
A
Another impoortant result is the registrration of high
h-frequency whistler
w
distuurbances precceding
Alfvéén and slow magnetosonic
m
c waves in som
me modes off the experiment (the exterrnal field is 175
1 G,
H+-baackground, thhe laser energy is ~190 JJ). The whisttler velocity is ~300 km/ss; the disturb
bances
have right-hand poolarization off the transverrse magnetic field compon
nent. Measureements of thiis very
compponent permitted the identification of whhistlers.
W
We have achiieved the purrpose of this experiment – laboratory simulation
s
of Alfvén wavees. We
obtainned data on prropagation of the correlatedd disturbancess of the B maagnetic field aand Jz currentt in the
plasm
ma tube. Veloccity of this diisturbance is ~~70–90 km/s. It is close to
o the calculatted Alfvén veelocity.
Underr conditions of collisionleess plasma em
mployed in th
his experimen
nt, these wavves are likely to be
generated through the
t MLM inteeraction betweeen LP cloud and
a backgroun
nd.
IIn the experim
ment, we also simulated
s
slow
w magnetoson
nic wave prop
pagation in thee magnetic flu
ux tube
follow
wed by a suddden change off plasma conceentration and a displacemeent of the exteernal magneticc field.
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The propagation velocity measured from the maximum displacement of the B0 field is 20–30 km/s; it is
also close to the calculated ion sound velocity. According to preliminary estimates, about 10 % of laser
pulse initial energy converts to the slow magnetosonic wave energy.
The study was supported by ILP SB RAS Research Program II.10.1.4 (01201374303), the RAS
Presidium Program “Fundamental principles of innovative technologies...”, as well as by RFBR grant No.
4-29-06036 ofi-m.
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